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ometimes the best reason to set a design project deadline is
for an upcoming event. For a young Connecticut family with three
girls under the age of 9, Connecticut-based designer Beth Krupa set
out to design a dining room and living room that was timeless
yet infused with a bit of color and a dose of glamour – all in time for
an upcoming family party. Keeping the existing hardwood flooring
and beautiful woodwork, Krupa planned to redo four living spaces for
this family that loves to entertain with style.
The client wanted a comfortable suburban home that was approachable
and fresh, with a bit of glamour and a unique and unexpected style
for the otherwise typical New England-style area. Designing the
family room and dining room with a pale palette of both ivory and
gray neutral fabrics, color was introduced through art, upholstery
and accents. The redecorated rooms feel fresh, young and relaxed,
with the addition of stylish Lucite accent pieces and a sputnik-shaped
retro light fixture and objects that balance out the serene touches.
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The family room is drenched in natural light, so to embrace the
architecture and add symmetry to the room, curtains were added
in an embroidered geometric Kravet fabric with a clean cornice of
Candice Olson for Kravet textured suede-like fabric. Generous
seating areas include an L-shaped sectional sofa done in a nubby
cream fabric and two low tufted side chairs that provide a mod, retro
feel. Bringing in color through graphic pillows, a brightly upholstered
ottoman with Lucite legs and decorative accessories, the room is
easy to relax in.
The dining room features a neutral monochromatic palette and
glamorous touches, which provide a serene escape for spending time
as a family during meals. Krupa upholstered Kravet Georgetown side
chairs in a soft silk-like texture with a chenille bias welt and added
dressmaker details with a button trim running down the back.
Other sophisticated touches include a crystal chandelier, a gold
carved mirror and subtle tonal geometric patterned carpet.
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Lee Jofa

Glamorous, sleek and serene, the dining room and living room Beth
Krupa designed for this Connecticut family set the stage for welcoming
and entertaining friends and family for years to come.
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Award-winning Beth Krup a
Interiors is a full-service interior
design firm based in Stamford,
CT. Led by Beth Krupa, the firm
takes a sincere and personable
appro ach with each client
allowing the spaces to transform
uniquely, timelessly, and
personally for each individual.
For more information, visit
bethkrupainteriors.com.
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